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Abstract. Who, within the Cabinet, participates in elaborating the government’s legislative agenda, and why? How has the role of ministers in elaborating the legislative agenda changed over time? In this paper, we discuss the structure of legislative bill cosponsorship networks among cabinet members in Brazil. Are ministers serious participants in the elaboration of the agenda, sharing its authorship with colleagues from their and other parties in the coalition? We develop a theory of cabinet members’ participation in the formulation of the government’s legislative agenda in the Brazilian Congress. Using descriptive statistics and network-analytic techniques, we reveal continuity and change in the role of ministers in the legislative agenda over time.

What is Cabinet Cosponsorship?

This paper is about how ministers participate in the formulation of the government’s legislative agenda in multiparty presidential systems. There are several mechanisms through which this can occur. First, ministers can prepare the content of the bill individually, becoming single authors of the proposition. Second, they can author the bill in direct collaboration with other cabinet members, through continuous and iterative meetings, phone calls, emails between the staffs of two or more ministries. Third, ministers can revise and edit the content of a bill designed by another minister. This would cause a bill to be sent back to the original minister for further reactions, spurring collaboration between them. Fourth, a minister could simply accept the content of the bill designed by another minister and ratify it, but this at least requires some evaluation of the bill’s content and legal standing.

Except for the first case above, all of these processes entail continuous communication and interaction among ministries and exchange of ideas in reaching a consensus about the content of the legislative proposal. In particular, we are interested in processes of collaboration between ministers in authoring the government’s legislative agenda, with an emphasis on cross-partisan collaboration. In this respect, we examine how coalitions work within the executive branch in formulating the government’s legislative agenda.

When a minister signs a bill or its exposition of motives, this is an indication that the minister at least has been consulted and reviewed the decision-making process and content of the bill. In the minimum, a formal legal procedure is started within the ministry and a legal evaluation elaborated. Usually, however, endorsing a bill means much more than that. It indicates investing time and human resources in drafting, editing or revising a proposition. In fact, as we contend later, the cosponsorship of a bill represents an intense and long process of negotiation and exchange of ideas between ministries’ staffs, with the coordination, more often than not, of the
president’s staff. Hence, coauthorship is a strong indicator of relationships among cabinet members, and not merely a formality.

Despite the apparently important role that ministers play in proposing legislation, the literature on presidential systems, coalitions and executive/legislative relations has barely paid attention to how bills are formulated in the executive branch and who participates in this process. We know very little, if anything at all, about the impact and relationship between ministers in formulating policy proposals. Policy preference congruence among the coalition is only rarely considered as a factor influencing the functioning of the coalition (Figueiredo and Limongi, 2008; 2009). In fact, we know nothing about policy construction within the government in coalitional presidentialism. Once the coalition is formed, who participates in drafting the government’s legislative agenda? Do cabinet members in different ministries and from different parties collaborate in constructing a joint, shared government agenda? Does cabinet composition affect cooperation among cabinet members on authoring legislative initiatives? What accounts for variation in cooperation across time?

We explore these issues focusing on the case of Brazil, a least likely case for the occurrence of coauthorship. In principal, presidents in Brazil do not need to spend much effort in stimulating the collaboration of coalition members because the constitution concentrates power in the presidency, granting it many tools to negotiate directly with parties and representatives in Congress (Raile et al., 2011; Martínez-Gallardo, 2012). As a consequence, Brazil is a case of extreme cabinet instability in Latin America (Martínez-Gallardo, 2012). If we find collaboration and coauthorship in this least-likely case, it is possible that this phenomenon is recurrent in other multiparty presidential systems based on coalition government throughout Latin America. At least it will indicate the need to more closely address who participates in constructing the government’s legislative agenda in a comparative perspective.

Ministers are connected to each other through their cosponsorship of legislative proposals. We use network analysis to map the contours of the interactions among ministers based on their cosponsorship of legislation. Such mapping reveals the penetration of ministerial agendas, or the degree to which coauthorship on policy proposals is dispersed across a wide array of cabinet posts.

We focus on four characteristics of cosponsorship—the intensity of cosponsorship for individual ministers (network centrality), intensity of linkages among stakeholders (network density), working closely with one another (social proximity), and the repetition of working relationships (relationship repetition). As a consequence, we propose measures based on network analysis of the density of associations among ministers, their social distance, and how consistently cooperative the coalition is. We find that cooperation among cabinet members in policy-making is more common than one would expect, that it varies only mildly according to the characteristics of the cabinet and that most of the government’s agenda is drafted in the ministries, not in the executive center of power or its imaginary equivalent (even though the extent of this participation can vary cross-nationally). Finally, parties other than the president’s also appear as important collaborators in constructing the agenda when there is coauthorship.

This paper proceeds in four further parts. In the next section, we lay out our interpretation of the literature concerning cabinet formation and bargaining. In the second section, we discuss our theory of coalitional cooperation and role specialization among ministers. In the third section, we propose and defend our hypotheses. In the fourth section, we present our empirical results and conclude.

**Literature Review: Conventional Wisdom**

Much is known about the functioning of governing coalitions within the legislature and the delineation of executive/legislative relations, especially in Latin America, and Brazil in particular (Figueiredo and Limongi, 1999; Ames, 2001; Amorim Neto, Cox and McCubbins, 2003; Pereira, Power and Renno, 2005; 2007; Pereira and Mueller, 2002; Negretto, 2004; Alemán and Saiegh, 2007; Saiegh, 2010; Raile, Pereira and Power, 2011). Analysts regard pork and patronage as a central means of coalition management (Amorim Neto, Cox and McCubbins, 2003; Pereira, Power and Renno, 2005; Raile, Pereira and Power, 2011). We know that the distribution of cabinet portfolios to coalition members is essential for the construction and consolidation of the governing coalition (Amorim Neto, 2002; 2006). Furthermore, the literature has also made progress in assessing the formation, duration and termination of cabinets (Martínez-Gallardo, 2012; Amorim Neto, 2002; 2006; Chasquetti et al., 2013; Inacio, 2013; Dávila et al., 2013; Carreras, 2013; Camerlo, 2013). However, we know nothing about how the government coalition in the executive branch actually constructs, on a day-to-day basis, its policy agenda that is later submitted to legislative review. We know very little about the role that ministers play in this process.

We do know that coalition bargaining varies across institutional arrangements. Parliamentary and presidential systems induce different coalitional outcomes, owing to the different timing and strategy involved in bargaining under each institutional arrangement. The institutional differences between multiparty presidential systems and other systems are known to lead to different incentives to participate in government (Strom, 1990; Mainwaring, 1993; Chebub and Limongi, 2002). The nature of the mandate also plays a part as well—legislatures that are highly fragmented, ideologically diverse, and lacking
a clear majority make coalition bargains more complicated. Coalitional bargains are the logical first step in analyzing why and when cooperation among coalition partners occurs, and we believe there is much to learn by looking at this topic comparatively.

In parliamentary systems, ministers are key policymakers (Laver and Shepsle, 1994; 1996; Thies, 2001; Martin and Vanberg, 2004; Dewan and Myatt, 2007). In such systems, unified executive-legislative relations render majority governments highly likely. A government formateur makes policy concessions by granting cabinet positions to parties until a majority is reached. Once a government has been formed, policy proposals reflect a bargain among parties comprising the government coalition, expressed in the coalition agreement, which is binding in some countries (Laver and Shepsle, 1994). Incorporating cabinet members in authoring the government’s legislative agenda is a form of distributing influence across coalition members, of potentially increasing the likelihood of approval in congress and a response to ever increasing transversal demands.

In presidential systems, ministers sometimes play similar roles as in parliamentary systems. By focusing exclusively on the period of government formation, Negretto (2006) shows that presidents can build cooperation between branches of government by doling out cabinet positions such that a majority of parties are represented in government. It is assumed that such cooperation leads to substantive policy outcomes of a similar nature – bounded in time but reflecting the characteristics relevant at the time of cabinet formation. The initial choice of cabinet constitution conditions the entire functioning of the future government. Most of the current studies on the cabinet espouse a similar view. Government formation, a strategic choice of presidents, conditions policymaking (Amorim Neto, 2002; Martinez-Gallardo, 2010), as if in permanent control of the legislative agenda formulation. Coalition members, their close aides, behind closed doors, and impose the government’s agenda with the assistance of ministers (Martinez-Gallardo, 2012).

A multiparty presidential system does not always produce majority cabinet coalitions so readily, and much less so have clear-cut coalition agreements that set the government’s policy goals in comparison to some parliamentary systems. Nonetheless, choices over which parties to include in the cabinet coalition are assumed to affect policymaking – cabinet choices reflect bargains made between the president and parties in congress. In spite of the lack of a coalition agreement, all policymaking is contingent upon standing committees, specialization, scope, and allocation rules (Cheibub and Limongi, 2002). This view offers the compelling argument that institutional forces will tend to dominate the drafting of policy.

Building coalitions in multiparty systems is costly, even when controlling for levels of ideological heterogeneity. Building cabinet cosponsorship with broad inclusion is difficult. Amorim Neto (2006) has shown that usually more than four or five parties comprise the cabinet with varied and, one would think, irreconcilable ideological positions. It does not seem likely that cabinet members of diverse parties would set aside ideological differences and cooperate (or at the very least, such cooperation should be heavily constrained). Of course, there are practical reasons why coauthorship is harder: it requires coordination and negotiation, which are difficult to achieve, time consuming and, therefore, more costly than when one works alone. Hence, the expectation is that cooperation should be rare.

Concern with the composition of the coalition is even lower when the executive branch has a broad range of legislative prerogatives (Martinez-Gallardo, 2012). Presidents frequently use decree power to set policy unilaterally (albeit conditional on the patterns of executive/legislative relations (Pereira, Power and Renno, 2005)), creating a disincentive for cabinet cooperation (Martinez-Gallardo, 2012). More interestingly, presidents do not need the support of coalitions to continue governing. In fact, when minority presidents have a majority of legislative support, they are less likely to build coalitions at all (Negretto, 2006).

The use of pork and patronage is also an important determinant of coalition bargaining. The strategic decision-making of the president and his or her institutionally-derived policy tools influence the costs of including other stakeholders, the content of policy, and the likelihood of policy success (Martinez-Gallardo, 2012). Of particular interest is the use of the budget. The ability of the president to control the funding of ministries through extraordinary budgetary credits and other important institutionally-derived policy tools subordinates ministers to the will of the president. Given that the president can fund or defund particular ministries, cooperation among cabinet ministers ebbs and flows with the use of budgetary measures. Therefore, the institutionally-derived dominance of the president over the trajectories of legislative proposals and the ability to dole out incentives implies that cosponsorship begins and ends with the demands of the president.

There is a generalized idea that presidents draft the government’s agenda with the assistance of their close aides, behind closed doors, and impose this agenda on the coalition. Coalition members, in turn, support government policy proposals in exchange for pork and patronage (Amorim Neto, 2006; Pereira and Mueller, 2002; Alston and Mueller, 2006; Raile, Pereira and Power, 2011). If at all, the almighty president makes policy concessions (Raile et al., 2011) or delegates this task to certain ministers (Martinez-Gallardo, 2010), as if in permanent control of the legislative agenda formulation.

The conventional wisdom is that patronage and pork are sufficient to ensure coalition cooperation (Ames, 2001; Amorim Neto, 2006; Pereira and Mueller, 2002; Alston and Mueller, 2006; Raile, Pereira and Power, 2011). Hence, the proportionality in
the distribution of cabinet portfolios to parties and the allocation and execution of legislators’ (deputies and senators in Brazil) budgetary amendments are sufficient to understand the functioning of the coalition. Policy is a consequence of pork, as very cleverly spelled out by Alston and Mueller (2006). Or, as said, policy concessions and delegation is an episodic and opportunistic strategy by presidents to appease dissatisfied coalition members or increase the likelihood of bill approval in Congress (Raile et al., 2011; Martínez-Gallardo, 2012).

Nonetheless, a different view argues that there is a shared legislative agenda among coalition members (Limongi and Figueiredo, 2008; 2009). Cooperation emerges from policy preferences and not pork or patronage alone. Such collaborative patterns of interaction between executive and legislative branches, as argued by Limongi and Figueiredo, should also be present within the executive branch. A corollary of their argument is that cabinet members from different parties in the coalition should work together if they agree on a shared legislative agenda. However, how is this conducted on a daily basis?

A first stepping-stone in rethinking the role of ministers in crafting the policy agenda is the work of Cecilia Martínez-Gallardo (2010). She argues that cabinet members affect policymaking as counselors to the president by sharing expertise, as negotiators with Congress, rallying their party’s troops around the government’s legislative agenda, and as implementers of the government’s decisions (2010). Hence, ministers are not formulators of the agenda, as we argue. At best, they only provide some input, as counselors, but are not responsible for the content of legislation and public policies derived therefrom. Furthermore, she argues that cabinet formation (who composes the cabinet and how many), cabinet stability or its longevity, and the structure of the cabinet (its mechanisms of coordination) are central to understand policy content and quality. Indeed, she finds that smaller cabinets with clearly-defined jurisdictions and that last longer have a positive effect on public policy stability. However, this says nothing about how often and in which ways ministers actually formulate policy and collaborate in presidential systems.

In conclusion, the conventional view tells us that the institutional context influences the contours of the coalition. In presidential systems, presidential dominance over the legislative agenda should make cooperation among ministers heavily dependent upon the actions of the president. As we said, cooperation among ministers should be a rare event or only occur when the president demands it. Pork and patronage provide particularistic incentives to ensure individual loyalty, but should not unite ministers to collaborate. Ideological heterogeneity and a fragmented legislature should make cooperation more difficult. Our theory, which we spell out in detail below, claims that two types of role specialization within the cabinet lead to a shared governmental agenda. Further, such role specialization outweighs institutional pressures.

**A Coalitional Theory of Cabinet Cosponsorship**

Research in political science has provided a wealth of information concerning how presidents compose cabinet coalitions (Alemán and Galvão, 2010; Negrotto, 2006; Amorim Neto, 2006; Chelebub et al., 2004; Martínez-Gallardo, 2010), and how cosponsorship networks of legislation influence legislative outcomes (Alemán, 2008; 2009; Alemán et al., 2009; Fowler, 2006; Tam Cho and Fowler, 2010; Kirkland, 2011). However, there has been no cross-pollination between these two branches of research. There is little discussion about how presidential choices over the characteristics of the cabinet influence the cosponsorship behaviors among members within the executive branch. Our theory brings these topics into careful analysis.

We make two main theoretical claims that we juxtapose with the conventional wisdom on how lawmaking occurs in presidential systems. First, we argue that presidents do not construct the government’s agenda alone, imposing it on other coalition partners, buying them off through pork and patronage, or possibly making condescending policy concessions, as most analysts of presidential systems believe. We assert that policy proposals are formulated in the ministries and the presidency has a gatekeeping position, controlling the government’s agenda negatively, by picking and choosing among proposals drawn up elsewhere.

Second, role specialization occurs between different ministries. For various reasons, some ministers have closer access to the president, are seen as more reliable by the president, who delegates more influence to them, allowing them to play a more active role in formulating the government’s agenda. Ministers that are distant from the president will invest in increasing the legitimacy of their proposals so as to be encamped by the government. Ministers further from the inner circles of the president will need to build collective support for their proposals, as they occupy less important decision-making positions in the government. Hence, advancing one’s pet projects will require different strategies by different ministers.

Still, the lawmaking role of ministers does not occur in an institutional vacuum. Crafting the government’s agenda emerges within the complex interplay between top-down institutional forces and bottom-up ministerial forces acting in defining the government’s agenda. Institutions set the rules concerning who can pick the teams – institutions give the president the power to construct the cabinet, define a coalition agreement, and set the government’s budget. Hence, institutionally derived powers can influence coauthorship patterns,
leading to a dominance of the president and his or her party over the formulation of the government’s agenda, even if this is conditional upon the ideological characteristics of the cabinet. This is the essence of the conventional wisdom on lawmaking in presidential systems.

**Role Specialization 1: ministers as experts, president as gatekeeper**

The exact configuration of the cabinet coalition is less important for the drafting of policy than the contingent day-to-day challenges of governing. The president’s resources to deal with complex policy challenges are paltry in comparison to the specialized skill residing in the ministries. Ministers seek to produce legitimate policy proposals that further the goals of their parties, while the president seeks to address a myriad of policy areas simultaneously, requiring the expertise of several ministers to do so effectively. The ministries possess technical skills and policy expertise, while the president wields control over the introduction of legislation in congress. Rather than policy segmentation or dominance of one actor over another, the construction of policy within the cabinet is far more interpenetrating and collegial than institutional arguments might suggest.²

To demonstrate how the formulation of legislation within ministries has changed over time, consider figure [number of ministers collaborating]. In figure [number of ministers collaborating] we plot the monthly legislative cosponsorship among ministers, in terms of the average number of ministers cosponsoring legislation each month (logged). The picture that emerges is a relatively consistent upward trend in the number of ministers involved in the legislative process across time in both the Cardoso and Lula administrations.

Ministers are key policymakers in presidential systems. We argue that it is within the institutional framework of ministries, where technocrats and area specialists dwell, that most policies are formulated. The presidential staff evaluates these policies, adjusts them according to the general government interest, coordinates among ministries, and submits proposals to Congress. The president and his/her close allies are not the sole or even main authors of most bills proposed by the executive branch. If so, it would need unlimited, almost supernatural, powers and resources. It is true that the organizational structure of the office of the president has evolved and grown in many countries, but not at the same rate as the production of law and policies in the executive branch. In fact, most area specialists in the government are not housed in the presidency, but in the ministries. It is within the realm of ministries that policy innovation is bred and these ideas transformed into normative instructions, decrees and bills.

We plot changes in the level of technocratic expertise versus partisan participation in the agenda over time by looking at the average ratio of technocratic ministers cosponsoring legislation across time. In figure [tech ministers], we plot the relative rate of technocratic ministers relative to partisan ministers cosponsoring legislation over time (logged) against those who are partisan. The picture that emerges is one in which inclusion of technical ministers increased under Cardoso, and continued for a time under Lula. However, in 2006 Lula appeared to begin delegating less to technical ministers and more to partisan ministers.

The president’s staff members function as gatekeepers. They receives proposals from the different ministries, evaluate their content and assure they represent the interests of the government and that they are constitutional. Then the solicit input from other ministers when necessary, coordinate the interaction among ministries, and define the order in which bills will be submitted to Congress. The presidential staff may also completely block proposals. In fact, preventing the submission of a proposal to Congress is probably the most effective form for the president to control the government’s legislative agenda. The presidency, unquestionably, has a key role in coordinating the formulation of the government’s agenda, but not in authoring it.

**Role Specialization 2: core-class and peripheral ministers as concentric circles.**

Not all ministers and ministries are born equal. For instance, they vary in the size of their jurisdictions and budgets. Ministers may also be ideologically and personally close to the president, facilitating access and acceptance of their policy proposals. Ministers can also be co-partisans of the president or from parties that are ideologically close to the president’s party.

These variations make a difference in how influential a minister is in affecting the government’s agenda. We argue here that there are, at least, two overall types of ministers. Ministers with different standings in the cabinet should behave differently in advancing their policy proposals. Some are policy activists in the government and receive preferential treatment, including shielding from criticism and scandals (Dewan and Myatt, 2007). Other ministers, who might be more distant from the president, may be less prone to receive protection, and therefore more conservative and risk-averse in exposing themselves (Dewan and Myatt, 2007). In addition, junior ministers the president trusts may shadow potential rogue ministers (Thies, 2001). This implies differential treatment of cabinet members.

We refer to these two general types as core and peripheral ministers. Core-class ministers are those that because of partisan, ideological or personal reasons are close to the president. These ministers usually hold the most powerful ministries, which we define as the ones with broader jurisdictions or
jurisdictions that are central to the government’s overall agenda.

Core ministers have easy access to the president and should be common endorsers of the government’s legislative initiatives. These ministers are usually from the same political party as the president and share the same electoral fate as the government. They cannot defect. So, their commitment to the government is above doubt. The president will protect such ministers until reputational costs to the entire government become unbearable.

Peripheral ministers, on the other hand, come from other parties in the coalition, and do not necessarily share the same ideological or policy preferences as the president. Peripheral ministers do not share the same electoral fate as the president, so defection is a real possibility. They also do not meet with the president often and should have less influence in the government’s agenda. They usually hold peripheral ministries, with lower budgets and restricted jurisdictions that are not central to the government’s overall agenda. Such people can easily turn into rogue ministers, whose proposals would require constant review and would raise more suspicions of their connectedness with the government’s overall agenda (Martin and Vanberg, 2005). They might also be the ones more likely to have junior ministers in which the president trusts and that shadow the minister’s decisions (Thies, 2001). Finally, these ministers would also be the least important ones when it comes to influencing policy, so they would be less protected by the president if involved in political scandals caused by policy failure or personal impropriety and would be the most likely to sit still, call less attention to themselves and pursue a modest legislative agenda (Dewan and Myatt, 2007).

We should expect different behaviors from ministers depending on the jurisdictions of their ministries and their parties. Core ministers should be influential participants in the government’s coalition. Peripheral-class ministers should have a harder, uphill, battle to get their policy preferences across. As was said, they might be more scrutinized. We argue here that because of the differential standing of ministers, efforts to legitimize their individual proposals within the cabinet will vary by type of minister. Peripheral ministers might need greater networks of support within the cabinet to see their policy preferences advance in the executive branch. This would be a strategy to legitimize their proposals, by extending the collective reach and obtaining the support of a broader range of coalition members. Hence, we should expect the characteristics of ministers to affect which strategies they use to influence the government agenda.

Defining core- and peripheral ministers empirically is easier said than done. A first straightforward step is to differentiate ministers from the president’s party and other members of the coalition. We then need to distinguish between the relevance of ministries. There is no consensus in the literature on how to rank ministries. We operationalize the idea of core and peripheral ministers using survey data. We use surveys with politicians to rank ministries because this technique condenses various different aspects of ministerial desirability, including jurisdiction and budgets. Federal deputies were asked to rank the most important ministries in the government in repeated surveys from 2011 to 2013 (FSB, 2013). We take the mean for each ministry in the entire period. Hence, our measure combines partisanship and ministry importance in defining our dichotomous variables core- and peripheral ministers. Core ministers are all those from the president’s party, in spite of ministry, and those holding the following ministries: Planning, Justice, Finance, Casa Civil (Office of the President, headed by the chief of staff), Health, and Education. All other ministries will be considered in the peripheral class.

Based on this theory, we derive a few hypotheses to empirically test our arguments in contrast to the predominant, top-down view.

**Hypotheses:**

According to the institutional view, we should expect the president to have influence over the legislative agenda, rather than merely acting as a gatekeeper for legislation drafted by ministers. A low amount of interpenetration of ministerial agendas would be consistent with the view that the president dominates policy formulation. The president should construct a cabinet that approves the legislation of the president in return for patronage – the view of presidential legislative dominance. We should not expect the president to work with ministers to craft and refine legislation. The institutionally defined tools of the president to offer patronage – in particular the power over the budget – will be relatively dependent on the cooperative activities of the ministers.

Our main hypothesis is that ministers are important actors in defining the government’s agenda and one should expect broad ministerial participation in authoring the agenda, especially from the peripheral ministers, who are not from the president’s party and/or head second-tier ministries. Furthermore, peripheral ministers should engage in networking to advance their legislative initiatives by amassing support from several colleagues in the cabinet, involving them in the authorship of the proposal. Hence, policy authorship within the executive branch should be independent or suffer little influence of pork and patronage, and coauthorship should be a function of endogenous network features, such as the centrality of ministers.

Given that from an institutional view ministers from the president’s party have the most incentive to coordinate on legislative issues, we expect that the most coauthorship will occur between ministers from the president’s own party. Conversely, coauthorship will occur among peripheral ministers if they need to build support for their proposals. As such, we expect
that role differentiation among ministers will manifest in less cross-class cosponsorship than would be expected by chance, and more within-class cosponsorship than would be expected by chance.

In figures [peripheral ministers], we show the increasing rate of peripheral ministerial participation in the agenda over time. We plot the average rate of peripheral participation in preparing the agenda by month (logged), plotting separate lines for each presidency.

Data

Our primary dataset records every legislative proposal authored by the executive branch from 1995 to 2010 in the Brazilian Congress, including proposals for ordinary laws, complementary laws, constitutional amendments and provisional measures, totaling 4,218 initiatives. It records the ministerial cosponsors of each legislative proposal, the party affiliation of those ministers, and the proposal’s ultimate outcome. Bills are further classified as of substantive content, which indicates a proposal that ends in a law that has long-lasting impacts, and bills related to extraordinary budgetary credits, which have a defined time span, in that once the credit is approved and transferred to its destination, the law loses effectiveness. We supplement our primary dataset with ideology estimates from Power and Zuccho (2009) and proportionality, affiliation, and support measures from Amorim Neto (2012).

It should be clear here that we used only substantive legislative proposals, in opposition to budget requests, to measure network characteristics. The inclusion of extraordinary budget requests would exaggerate the centrality of the Ministry of Planning, which is responsible for those requests. Given their special nature, these procedures are not truly comparable to bills on substantive policy issues.

In order to construct the ministerial and party networks, we simply split the data by the relevant time period (corresponding to cabinet period by month), and produced sociomatrices for each time point indicating cosponsorship on any piece of legislation within that period. Given M actors, a sociomatrix is an M x M dimension matrix with each cell indicating the number of cosponsorships between actor i and j, where i ≠ j. To do this in practice, we took the cross-product of an L x M matrix of the data, where L indicates pieces of legislation and M indicates the ministers. The cross-product here is the transpose of LxM multiplied by LxM.

Unfortunately, the data do not indicate who originated the bill and subsequent authors. They do not indicate who started a process, who reacted to it and in which order. They simply list who participated in authoring the legislative proposal. As such, the data are non-directional, meaning the ties do not distinguish between A to B and B to A. Thus, we are left to examine simply whether two ministers cosponsored, not which one initiated the relationship.

Descriptive Statistics of the Data

We look at the entire coauthorship network aggregated across all cabinets to observe the descriptive characteristics of coauthorship in this context. We then evaluate these descriptive statistics in light of what the top-down theory may expect and what our (bottom-up) theory expects. Descriptive results are in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Party Centrality Rankings Across Cabinets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FHCL.1</td>
<td>FHCL.2</td>
<td>FHCL.3</td>
<td>FHCL.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PSDB</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>PSDB</td>
<td>PFL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MIL</td>
<td>PMDB</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>PSDB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PFL</td>
<td>PSDB</td>
<td>MIL</td>
<td>MIL</td>
<td>SEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PMDB</td>
<td>PFL</td>
<td>PFL</td>
<td>PFL</td>
<td>PMDB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>PMDB</td>
<td>PBP</td>
<td>PT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LULAI.1</td>
<td>LULAI.2</td>
<td>LULAI.3</td>
<td>LULAI.4</td>
<td>LULAI.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>PMDB</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>PMDB</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>SEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PDT</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>SEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>MIL</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>MIL</td>
<td>PMDB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>PCdoB</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>PCdoB</td>
<td>PDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LULAI.6</td>
<td>LULAI.1</td>
<td>LULAI.2</td>
<td>LULAI.3</td>
<td>LULAI.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>PDT</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>PMDB</td>
<td>PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>PBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MIL</td>
<td>PMDB</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>PDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PMDB</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>PDT</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>SEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>PCdoB</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>MIL</td>
<td>PP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PMDB</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MIL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PFL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We find that ministerial agendas are highly inter-penetrating. In particular, over the time period our data cover, network density is 56%, which is very similar to the density found in policy networks in Chile, and much higher than policy networks in Argentina (0.369) (Aleman and Calvo, 2013). In fact, our average social distance is similar to that found in cosponsorship networks in the US Congress (Fowler, 2006), suggesting that they have similar characteristics. To give a sense of the raw amounts of coauthorship, we found that the most active co-endorsing ministries are the Finance Ministry, Planning Ministry, Justice Ministry, Development, Industry and Foreign Trade Ministry, Labor Ministry and Social Security Ministry, whose ministers co-endorsed 1,405, 1,228, 761, 471, 400 and 384 pieces of legislation, respectively, over the study period. In examining ministerial rankings across cabinets over time, this group includes peripheral ministers and there is variability in which ministerial positions were most central in coauthorship networks.

Final Comments

Our results indicate that the patterns of collaboration within the coalition are quite common, contrary to initial expectations, and when it occurs, various members of the coalition participate. Furthermore, it is not the allocation of cabinet positions according to the strength of parties in Congress (patronage) or the distribution of supplementary credit requests (pork) that decreases shared authorship of the government’s legislative agenda. Therefore, even if authorship is predominantly concentrated in just a few ministries led by appointees from the president’s party (slightly over 50% for substantive bills) as Gaylord and Renno (2012) have shown, there is significant space and opportunity for the construction of a shared agenda among parties in the coalition. The process is oriented by a bottom-up dynamics, in which presidents have less control over the construction of the government’s agenda and ministers have more centrality than prior research indicates.

Unfortunately, the lack of comparative data does not allow us to say if levels of cosponsorship density and stability are high or low in Brazil. This is a task for future studies in countries where ministers also cosponsor bills, such as Argentina, Chile, Ecuador, Colombia, among others. Comparative studies will more appropriately contrast how variations in presidential power can affect collegial lawmaking within the executive. Hence, we provide here a first step in that direction.

Another factor we cannot control in our analysis is the importance of legislation. A party may hold a single ministry in the cabinet and propose a single bill during all of its tenure, but that might be enough to satisfy its constituency and policy agenda. Hence, it would not be the number of bills that matter, but their quality and importance. Unfortunately, our research is not designed to address this issue. More detailed case studies would be necessary to investigate the outliers in our analysis - those with a few bills or no bills - and what they really mean. However, without this first effort in data collection, these cases would not be identifiable and more nuanced research would be impossible. A future avenue of research would profit from investigating in more depth the parties and ministries that participate less often in the policymaking process and their motivations to continue in the government.

Future studies should also investigate the effect of density and stability in legislative outcomes. We find here that the density of cabinet cosponsorship networks is independent of patronage distribution and more closely associated with the ideological diversity of the cabinet. Hence, we can use measures...
of density as proxies to the level of interpenetration of ministerial agendas. A potential hypothesis for future testing is that the higher the levels of density among parties in the cabinet, the more successful the coalition will be in advancing its legislative agenda in Congress and avoiding legislative review. A common, shared agenda, represented by higher levels of density, should be more pleasing to the government’s base of support in Congress, reducing amendment of the government’s bills, expediting their processing, reducing obstruction and increasing the likelihood of approval. Still, we provide measures of network density, path length and relationship stability that can be used alongside measures of pork and patronage to more fully capture executive/legislative negotiations and how the coalition functions in Congress.⁶

Finally, in addition to the measure of density, one can also use the current data, especially measures of minister centrality, to rank ministers by their importance in cosponsoring the government’s agenda. The importance of a portfolio is relevant to understand durability and reshuffles, even though the direction of the effect is not clear in the literature (Indridason and Kam, 2008; Huber and Martinez-Gallardo, 2008). Hence, the literature on cabinet duration could benefit from objective measures of ministerial ranking according to a well-defined criterion such as their participation in constructing the government’s agenda. In addition, centrality could also be used to calibrate measures of cabinet proportionality. A common criticism of Amorim Neto’s measure is that it ignores the relevance of the portfolio. By incorporating portfolio and weighting the distribution of ministries considering their centrality in prior governments, one could improve the already widely used measures of proportionality in portfolio allocation.

In this paper we investigated aspects of the coalition that had never been analyzed before. We found interesting characteristics of how coalitions function as networks and came to a few counterintuitive results about how coalition members collaborate within the executive branch in Brazil. We found evidence of shared responsibility among different parties in the coalition, providing some supportive evidence to Limongi and Figueiredo’s claims. Even though this tends to occur less often than single authorship (Gaylord and Renno, 2012), which is also expected under strong presidential system as Brazil, we show that cosponsorship is quite frequent.

Still, our theory of ministerial authorship of the government’s legislative agenda, including differential strategies by core- and peripheral ministers, has held up on its first test using a specifically designed dataset for this purpose. This theory sheds new light on how cabinet members interact in jointly constructing the government’s agenda and how the presidency plays a gatekeeping role instead of an agenda-setting one in this process. We point to the possibility that presidents may not be as powerful, omnipresent and omniscient as conventional wisdom leads one to believe. Instead, it is the everyday negotiation among those in the executive branch that defines the policy content of government bills.

Figures
Figure 1. Lula’s First and Second Terms

Figure 2. Cardoso’s First and Second Terms
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1 Constitutions in many countries such as Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, Uruguay, Chile, Colombia, among others, specify that ministers ratify official documents under their jurisdiction, creating the institutional basis for cabinet members’ bill authorship. This indicates that the theory we develop may apply to many other cases.

2 In parliamentary systems, cabinet members are frequently seen as lawmakers (Thies, 2001; Martin and Vanberg, 2004; Dewan and Myatt, 2007). In presidential systems, probably due to the inordinate influence of the study of the United States, where cabinet members matter little, not much is known about the role of ministers.

3 Complementary laws (leis complementares) are enabling laws of constitutional provisions, with higher status that ordinary laws.
Provisional measures (*medidas provisórias*) are presidential decrees that take immediate effect with status of ordinary law, but then are subject to congressional approval/rejection/amendment, under a priority regime. They are limited to “relevant and urgent” matters and are an important mechanism for governability in Brazil’s multiparty presidential system, but one that tempts abuse.

The 1988 Brazilian Constitution establishes that ministers must ratify official government documents, thus granting them the legal power to author legislative initiatives within the executive branch. What does the ratification mean regarding the input and investment of ministers? In-depth interviews with staff in the presidency and various ministries in Brazil indicate that the ratification or endorsement of legislative proposals mean various forms of minister participation in the formulation of a legislative initiative, as was argued in the introduction. At the minimum, endorsement requires some interaction between ministers and ministerial staff; ministries invest time and other scarce resources. In addition, this is not just the best, but the only available indicator of authorship within the executive branch.

Our multidimensional approach to cooperation on policy formulation can be used in future studies as independent variables to explain the government’s legislative success and of executive/legislative relations. Hence, our study also contributes methodologically to the study of coalitions by applying a new analytical framework and generating new indicators of coalition interconnection, a competing measure of coalition management based on policy authorship and not pork or patronage. These new measures based on the network analysis framework of the policymaking characteristics of cabinets can be applied side-by-side with the already existing measures of proportionality in the distribution of cabinet slots, which tends to capture patronage.